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, where S  is a nonlinear operator 
differential in x , and present the additivity theorems of the class of the soliton equations.  On using the 
theorems, we can construct a new soliton equation through two soliton equations with similar properties.  
Meanwhile, exact N -envelope-soliton solutions of the Hirota equation are derived through the trace method. 
 
 
The trace method, which has been applied to the Korteweg-de Vries equation [1], Modified Korteweg-de 
Vries equation [2], Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation [3], sine-Gordon equation [4,5] and Gz Tu equation 
[6], is useful for understanding these equations.  The N -soliton solutions and some other results of these 
equations have been derived through the trace method. 
The present paper deals with an application of the trace method to the nonlinear partial differential 













































































rrrr N  221  , ssss N  221  , 2 srd , and r , s  satisfy one of the relations: 
(i) 1s , 1 sr  
(ii) 0s , 2r . 
Substituting the formal series 
   )1)1(()()1( ndd uuuu                      (2) 































































                  (4) 












   
)0(kA and kP  are complex constants ( Nk ,,2,1  ), and 0
)0( C . 
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xxx bLaLL  , ),(),(),(
"'* uubNuuaNuuN xxx  , a , b  are two arbitrary real numbers, we have 
),2,1,0()(")(')*(  nnnn  . 
Proof. We consider the case (ii) by mathematical induction.  Obviously 1)0(")0(')0*(   .  Assume 

























































)1(")1('   kk   
For the case (i), we can prove it in the same manner. 
 
We introduce two NN   matrices B  and D  whose elements are given respectively by 
),(),()]/(1[ txtxPPB nmnmmn  , ),(),()]/(1[ txtxPPD nmnmmn  . 
 












be two arbitrary equations that are defined by equation (1).  If they have respective solutions 
)])([()]([)]),([()]([ """"""'''''' BgBTorDDfBTuBgBTorDDfBTu xrxrxrxr   








xxx bLaLL  , ),(),(),(
"'* uubNuuaNuuN xxx  , a , b  are two arbitrary real numbers, we have solution 
)])([()]([ ****** BgBTorDDfBTu xrxr . 
Proof. Since f , g  are arbitrarily derivable functions in the neighbourhood of zero, f , g  can expand 
into power series in convergence region.  Corresponding, 'u , "u  can expand into power series.  Comparing 
the coefficients, we have "' rr  , "' ss  , ),2,1,0()(")('  nnn  .  From Theorem 1, we obtain 
)])([()]([ ****** BgBTorDDfBTu xrxr . 
 
On using the Theorems 1 and 2, we can construct a new soliton equation through two soliton equations 
with similar properties.  As an example, we use the trace method to solve the Hirota equation [7] as follows: 
03
22
  xxxxxxt iii                     (9) 





 .  In one limit of 0 , the 
equation reduces to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation [8] that describes a plane self-focusing and one-
dimensional self-modulation of waves in nonlinear dispersive media. 
.0
2
  xxti                     (10) 




 xxxxt                      (11) 
Hence, the present solutions reveal the close relation between classical solitons and envelope-solitons.  
Substituting the formal series 
 3 
   )12()3()1( n                    (12) 
into equation (9), we obtain a set of equations for ),2,1,0()12(  kk : 
0)1()1()1(  xxxxxt ii                      (13) 







































t iii              (15) 
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   
 

                 (17) 
where )(exp)0(),( txPAtx kkkk  , 
32 42 kkk PPi   , )0(kA  and kP  are complex constants relating respectively 
to the amplitude and phase of the k th soliton ),,2,1( Nk  .  We introduce two NN   matrices B  and D  
whose elements are given respectively by 
.),(),()]/(1[),,(),()]/(1[ txtxPPDtxtxPPB nmnmmnnmnmmn    
With the matrices B  and D , )1(  and )3(  are expressed as 





                      (19) 
In general, we can prove that 
,2,1,0,])([
8
)1()12(  nDDBT nxrn
n
nn                    (20) 
satisfies the equation (15). 


























                (21) 
Here and in the following we simplify the expressions by writing 12,,2,1 n  instead of 
1221 ,,, nlll  .  There 
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